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Neighbourhood Formation In High-rise Environment 
Gabriel, Kwok Chi Cheung 
M.arc. 2 04339610 
Thesis Report 2005-2006 
Department of Architecture, The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
Abstract: This project address the issue of prototypical housing design logic in Hong Kong. 
With the high land price policy as the backbone of economy and infrastructure, high-rise, 
high-density approach is inevitable in urban area. The initial approach is to investigate on 
the design criteria, soda丨 needs as well as regulations that lead to the monotonous double 
cruciform typography in Hong Kong. To explore the qualities of living beyond the current 
over-emphasized efficiency in terms of construction, cost and time, the study focused on 
local and foreign housing estates designs that are well received by residents, especially in 
neighbourhood formation. 
A design guideline for high-rise living is drafted through filtering similar design instructions 
in other countries that are gathered from years of resident opinions for the sake of unbiased 
comments. In particular, twin tower public housing in Hong Kong and the Rokko Housing I 
and II in Japan are chosen as focus studies with their alternative neigh bo urtiood formation 
approaches that are recognized as good living environment. 
Through the investigation, three main design criteria is isolated out as key issues in urban 
high-rise neighbourhood: mutual surveillance, spatial hierarchy and hybrid density. To 
transform these finding in to architectural strategies in both macroscopic urban planning and 
microscopic prototype design, the spiral form with internal void formation is suggested as the 
critical system that unifies the above features. 
In planning level, the approach is similar to Le Corbusier's radiant city that group fragmented 
blocks into mega-structure. The different is instead of leaving empty space in-between the 
mega-blocks, the open space is defined as terraces alongside commercial and social facilities 
in order to provide security and usability especially for Hong Kong social structure. Multi-level 
of open space is formed from the setback from site boundary which in turn eases out the 
proximity between adjacent lots, thus ensure much wider urban wind corridors. 
In design level, the approach taken is similar to camera shutter mechanism that create an 
internal void gradually decreasing in diameter to the bottom for lighting quality and form 
spiraling terrace housing with single corridor approach for the high-rise structure. 
The point of this design research is to suggest an alternative design logic beyond the slender 
double cruciform towers with transfer plate and sit on podium that is spawned by regulations 
and efficiency consideration only without demonstration of living quality in high-rise high 
density neighbourhood. Undoubtedly, the proposal is a high cost design with relatively low 
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Thesis statement 
• 1 Phenomenon: 
1.1.1 Citizen's dissent against Hong Kong typography... and the reasons why it 
remains to be protests without possible solution 
Why do we have to live in high density housing? Ironically enough, the 
technological advancement in mass production of quality housing estate, which was the 
goal of the initial pubic housing development, is exactly \Miat we are against in modern 
sociology to prevent the loss of identity and isolation between households. 
Suppose we can plan Hong Kong all over again, are we still going to go for 
the high density approach and reserve greenery beyond our access? Or in another 
sense, does the high density development actually contribute to the city's identity and 
success? 
From an economical point of view, Hong Kong's world class 
infrastructure is sustained by the dense population; in turn, the dense population 
can only be accommodated by high-density developments. In addition, the high 
land price policy that supported our economy will never allow a return to low density 
urban development. 
1.1.2 Why housing development direction is crucial to Hong Kong 
As mentioned before, the high land price policy is the backbone of Hong 
Kong's economy and in turn supported by the densely packed cruciform prototypes that 
can barely comply with the regulations and fully make use of development potential 
of the land. The perfect solution has become the only solution to private estate 
development. In some sense, the cruciform typology has already rooted into the 
social and economical system of Hong Kong. Consequently, little deviations away 
from such prototype are possible except for just a few sites with generous development 
potentials, ending up to be government subsidized housing or private luxurious estate 
developments. Eventually, regulations are almost tailor made for cruciform towers 
and emergency of new notes like JPN1 are intended for improving living quality nearly 
specifically for this prototype. One can say that the invention of double cruciform in 
1966 at Mei Foo Estate (美早新郎）had ensured the social and economical stability 
of Hong Kong for the last 40 years. "The unique cruciform shape of the towers, with 
apartments radiating outwards from the central core, provides each flat with greater 
externa! waff and window area, thereby eliminating a problem common to apartments 
located in most dense areas of the colony …eliminates the need for internal light 
weffs and long dreary corridors, another standard feature of Hong Kong condominium 
housing …residents reported great satisfaction., a rarity in the private housing market"^ 
Rose 门，1976) 
Yet, even though the double cruciform prototype might have been a well-
designed housing based on the social status and living standards 40 years ago, is it 
Mei Foo Sun Chuen: middle-class Chinese families in transition. Sherry Rosen 1976. P.9 
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Fig.1 Aerial view of Oil Street redevelopment 
In the embarrassing 
inconsistency between the cry for low 
density residential space and real life 
necessity for high density development, 
the need for more pleasant high-rise high 
density prototype gradually emerges. 
Certain local committees 
propose to reduce the development 
density and max. height of the Oil 
Street lot reflected the local aspire for 
better environment. Yet, the reduction 
of development potential of such an 
expensive urban redevelopment is surely 
against market values and development 
needs and that's probably why most 
developers oppose to such modifications. 
1.2.2 Necessity to resolve the problem with architectural means 
Similar approach is taken in Government's act on the reduction of planning 
density in new development area, which will merely increase development cost 
and transfer it to users. Private housing will become more "luxurious" and hard to buy, 
pushing average citizens to go for public housing locate at new towns away from city 
center. Ironically enough, the protest against the poor high density living environment 
will eventually end up with abuse of urban resources with the best spots for the rich 
while the poor is just going to live in denser or more remote places, driven out of down 
town. 
Since the necessity of high-rise high density approach and the necessity of 
high land price development for peripheral facilities support coexist at the same time, 
the solution for pleasant neighbourhood in high-rise lies in the architectural 
development for better prototypes. 
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still adequate for today's society? When the residence from Mark II public housing 
moved to Mei Foo Estate, of course they would not complain about it; today, 
when everywhere is packed with cruciform towers and podiums, where can I 
move to? 
1.1.3 Common space and open space 
The existence of open space, which is considered to be crucial fector in 
neighbourhood fomnation from many foreign studies on low-rise housings, is rarely 
provided in Hong Kong residential high-rises. In the dense urban topography wtiich 
space is directly related to money, we can afford nothing more than a lobby space 
with a tiny window. Worst of all, that is all we can achieve after going through the 
trouble of making a new Joint Practice Note with incentives almost like giving money to 
developers and make up a name call "Green and Innovative Features" for something 
which should be provided as standard in living space design. Moreover, does the 
550mm GFA exempted lobby width really means anything to living quality when it is just 
the depth of a shoe rack? Is "sky garden" supposed to be just a refuge floor? 
.2 Stand point: 
1.2.1 Necessity of high-rise high density development 
1.2.3 Necessity of providing a decent neighbourhood space within tower 
Undoubtedly, the solution seems to be quite obvious: to have more generous 
common space within tower designs. Yet, is that it? Observably the discontent on high-
rise environment cannot be simply resolved by relaxing spatial efficiency with more 
common space. Private estates usually have efficiency around 85% while Harmony 
Block 丨 has around 75%, but it does not mean Harmony Block has better living quality or 
neighbourhood. More importantly, what indicates the quality? What are the features 
we should strive for when every single inch of the common space we provide 
means money to the users? 
3 initial Goals: 
1.3.1 Urban design view: Neighbourhood within estate 
Apart from tackling with the compact living space (building view), the 
research will aim to find an appropriate development density (urban view) with the 
appropriate site layout method for the low to mid-income class demographic needs. 
The open space design will have to suit the compact urban packing within and between 
developments. 
1.3.2 Building design view: Neighbourhood within tower 
A new residential logic is to be developed to go beyond cruciform designs 
and yet reasonably complies with the necessity statutory requirement and marketability 
for high density prototypical housing development. The idea is to better manipulate 
uitan resource and distribute it among much more residents that it is right now in luxury 
housing. The open space design cannot be simply a generous supplementary to the 
existing prototype which will just abuse the household space of users. 
1.3.3 Site relationships 
The experiment site is the CDA site at Oil Street, North Point. The 
controversial debate on appropriate residential development exactly represents current 
problems and constraints in designing for mid-class housing. 
Fig.2 Site location of Oil Street redevelopment 
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1.3.4 Generalized basis for design decisions 
Since housing design is often based on a whole list of decisions and 
residents' requirements which are local based and cannot be fully listed out, the stand 
points in Hong Kong high-rise design in latter research are generalized into the below 
stand points. 
Macroscopic: 
A) High 丨and price: maximize site usage (not coverage) and permitted development 
B) High density development: justification for cost and supporting facilities provision 
C) Comply with building regulations: refined to the good wlli for quality living space 
instead of the numeric requirements 
D) Construction efficiency and technology: accept ail possible technologies for a 
reasonable price in mass production 
Microscopic: 
E) Efficiency: maximize UFA to GFA ratio for cost efficiency 
Maximize usable household area within flats 
F) Orientation: South facing is preferred for all households 
G) Layout: e.g. Recess door access to living room for easier furniture placement 
Most of the above criteria will act as Hong Kong-based hidden arguments 
which will not be further mentioned in later research. In order to maintain the practicality 
of this design research, the research will be conducted with the above local restraints 
with relaxation mainly in the regulations and technologies. 
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2. Key issues 
2.1 Inspirations from Twin Tower design 
2.1.1 Hypothesis 
Taking the balance between cost, construction efficiency as well as 
the more abstract communal sense, the Tvvin Tower design in the late 70s stand 
out as a unique prototype that is well received from both past users and builders. 
Fundamentally, the current tower design can hardly be modified to suit the evolving 
social needs. Therefore, is it possible to recapture the success in the past design 
and reinterpret it in the modem approach to develop a sustainable prototype 
design? More importantly, what are the design factors that are bonded together in 
supporting such common space design? 
2.1.2 If Twin Tower is so pleasant, why shouldn't we just build it again? 
2.1.2.1 Fundamental difference in development logic 
A. Development logic of current residential tower designs: 
1 Cruciform or star shape extension from core 
With the center core as vertical transportation as well as main structure 
against torsion, corridors and living units embrace and extend out in a 
combination of shear wails, column and beams with minimum common 
2. Formation of reentrants 
With an almost standard lift and scissor staircase packing layout, 
reentrants are formed to comply with lighting and ventilation requirement 
for the utilities (toilet and kitchen) away from frontage, staircase and 
sometimes lift lobbies. 
B. Development logic of Twin Towers designs: 
1. Balance between corridor access and proximity 
Evolved from Mark V housing with the internal corridor with double 
loading that has the problem of proximity between flats and dark internal 
space, internal void was inserted to give space and lighting to common 
2. Construction efficiency and specific safety needs 
Shear wall and one way slab without beams with under-stmcture 
construction is used to tolerate mistake in concrete strength through 
early signs of maintenance. (Salt-water building 鹹水樓 was common 
in 1970s) With this specific structural element, a stable double square 
layout was employed to provide overall stability without super-structure. 
There is no telling which is better because the two are developed with obviously 
different social, economical and living standard needs according to their time. 
Nevertheless, at least one can see that it might not be suitable to use Twin Towers for 
today's housing need. The most important message bring out from the comparison 
is, what are the changing needs in social space, economical concerns and 
technological implementation for the last 30 years (after twin tower and double 
cruciform of Mei Foo Sun Chuen was created) that should be responded with a 
new specific development logic? 
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2.1.2.2 Why do people like Twin Tower? Why we didn't use those features again? 
Instead of straight forwardly saying that Twin Tower has a good neighbourhood 
space, the following studies will try to identify what are the aspects that generated the 
form or contributed to the successful neighbourhood with reasons why such community 
sense did not reappear elsewhere in modern housing. 
2.1.2.2.1 Implementation of technology 
The main reason why Twin Tower has an uniform facade and perfect square-
like corridor common space because it was never intended to use precast facade 
technology. The advantage of customization through standardization in mass 
produced housing has become standardized in modern estates and governs the 
peripheral articulations. The vernacular facade of Twin Towers which contribute to 
neighbourhood sense was thus sacrificed for construction simplicity. 
2.1.2.2.2 Foundation and footprint 
Without central core system, the spread foundation of Twin Towers provides 
the overall stability. A more generous and well-proportioned common space can 
be provided. In modem estates, more slender building form is preferred not only 
because of the use of central core with tight packing, but also for the easy layout 
within small lots of urban renewal. With common space mostly allocated at podium 
club house(GFA exempted), little area is possible in the packed tower. 
Fig.3 Structural layout of Harmon Block and Twin Towers 





Fig.4 Ground beams and pile caps of Harmony Block construction 
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Fig.5 Visual connection within Twin Tower block 
2.1.2.3 Preliminary Conclusion 
Efficiency and constructability are the terms often abused by architects to 
persuade the public that the design is at its best already under the circumstances. 
The point of this research is not to praise twin tower as the ideal solution for every 
single housing problems we are facing. It is the reasons behind spatial logic and 
unique formality that are inspiring to the pre-conceptualized high-rise housing tower 
concept. We are not lacking in technology but innovations to challenge the current 
typography system. 
Instead of struggling for larger space, it is the quality of it that should be 
further investigated on. 
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2.1.2.2.3 Humanity: walking home experience and mutual surveillance 
Why do people like Twin Towers? Yet to be answered by any quantifiable 
data, it touches on some more intangible part of residential space. As found in 
sun/ey, the collective memory of the past residents lies in the whole walking home 
experience. According to past residents, the identity is rooted in the unique visual 
connection between floors and households. This is important to them for safety 
reasons as well as social need for communication between users. 
In simpler terms, their strongest memories or impression along the daily 
routines is the "chance to say hi" with neighbours even on another floor. In modem 
living, such mutual surveillance system has been replaced by surveillance cameras 
and security guards with minimum overlapping of user territories. 
2.1.2.2.4 Humanity： social capital in neighbourhood lavout 
Communal sustainability is not just achieved by having elderly/youth facilities 
and communal center but also the humanity inside. The whole layout inherited from 
building design and positioning provides users with a sense of belonging even with 
repetitive identical livings units and facade. 
The unusual neighbourhood formation in Twin Tower was created rather 
subconsciously with the combination of common space provision, inter-level 
contact，low-income working class users, lack of frontage and household space for 
each flat and readily extendable space to the corridor. 
The communication between neighbours is not necessarily through a 
generous zoning of public space. A simple eye contact and access pattern may 
already serve the purpose. In fact, the over provision of grey space within building 
might even create problems like security. The fine line between a corridor and 
communal area is something that cannot be reasonably defined by regulations. 
With the Twin Towers as example, the sense of common space might not have to 
be a dedicated area for such purpose. The common void serves the purpose of 
unifying users while the corridor as almost extension of each household serves as 
the communal space already. 
A M 
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2.1.3 What will be the focused issues in this thesis 
From the above studies, a few points are isolated as key investigating issues. 
A. Indicators for generating social capital in residential design 
B. Key features to achieve the above neighbouitiood indicators 
C. Building formality to unify the above features into a single system 
2.2 Investigation on indicators of neighbourhood space 
As indicated from the study of Twin Towers, the building is a result of an 
endless series of reasoning and decisions. Specifically, this research will focus on 
neighbouitiood formation and the architectural space related to it. 
2.3 Current way of design and Its indicators 
Undoubtedly, double cruciform tower has its merit most significantly in mass 
development with high construction efficiency and adaptability to different site layout. 
Currently, developers only define living quality by the facilities and size of the attached 
club house. For the living quality of our actual living space, we have little identifiable 
features. A study shall be made on the current residential high-rise development logic 
and extract the base design criteria. 
2.4 Key Compromises made in current prototypes which result in 
current common space 
Apart from the design intention criteria as mentioned above, the compromises 
made in complying with certain regulations or practical economic needs shall also 
be identified. This will decide on how much this design research shall relax on the 
confining elements. Three points are rounded out as the key practical issues. 
2.4.1 Statutory requirement on lighting and ventilation 
This accounts for the formation of re-entrants for scissor stairs, kitchen and 
toilets, cmcifomn wings to control RHP layout and maximize peripheral to floor area 
ratio. 
2.4.2 Efficiency 
Since common space is also salable area, users' general idea on best-buys 
is flats with high U.F.A. efficiency. Little options are possible right now in layout and 
circulation planning except for center lobby approach with 8 households in order to 
maintain high efficiency. 
2.4.3 Typical floor planning 
For the sake of simplicity in using the allowable G.F.A., the cruciform towers 
are usually stacked up by a single typical floor plan (except for penthouse and simplex). 
Such homogeneous planning creates problems on: 
1. Monotonous quality of space, causing flats on a particular side to be sold 
out wtiile others remain unwanted. 
2. Lack of possibilities in terms of facade control and extension of space. 
3. Unfriendly neighbourhood planning for various demographic groups, 




As indicated by research and past users' response, tvvin tower has been we I! 
received as a good living space in terms of neighbourhood formation that accounts 
for its soda丨 capital in community development. 
Inevitably, the housing development in Hong Kong will continue to be high-
rise high-density approach with tight household packing. Yet, if the closely arranged 
flats can form a neighbourhood among themselves. I strongly believe living 
quality will already be much more pleasant even if we don't have generous 
courtyards as the American dream houses. 
2.5.2 Common space approach 
From the study of Twin Tower, as part of the vvtiole system with core 
arrangement and structural layout, the unique ring-corridor approach creates 
the unique common area vvtiich facilitates communal activities and ventilation. In 
efficiency as it might be, it certainly increases the livability of the packed household 
through the extension of space. 
Similarly, if a slight relaxation on efficiency is to be given for the hiqh-
densitv housing on creating more articulated common area in order to achieve 
the neighbourhood as mentioned.丨 believe people would appreciate the 
improvement in space for the additional cost. 
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3. Methodology and examples 
3.1 To Identify llvablllty Indicators with focus on neighbourhood 
formation 
3.1.1 The value of design guidelines 
Many researchers have been researching on users of low-rise housing 
community and drafted out their preference in form of design guidelines. Part of this 
research tries to extract out the components valuable to high-rise living. The study 
is carried out through literature study of past surveys and researches on users live 
experience and filtered out the part suitable for high-rise living. 
One might argue that the regulations and codes have already defined the 
basis quality of space in quantitative terms, why would we need such intangible survey 
data? But as stated by Clare Cooper Marcus and Wendy Sarkissian of University 
of California, “Designers would be more aware of this research if it had Mered into 
government housing standards, but little of it has, and most designers currently in 
positions of governmental authority were trained before it existed. Most official housing 
standards, which originated in the nineteenth-century public health laws, emphasize 
physical health and safety within dwelling units or building complexes and ignore both 
individual and community mental health and crucial aspects of site design."^ (Marcus 
and Sarkissian, 1986) 
As characterized by the U.S. Douglas Commission on American codes and 
standards, "...a combination of rule-of-thumb, personal experience, and professional 
judgment with limited supportive scientific data...(National Commission...’ 1969,33). 
3.1.2 Position of this research 
As most of the residential guidelines available in past survey researches are 
conducted on western low-rise estates, the focus of this study is on the manipulation of 
common space which crucially affect high-rise design logic. The selection of guidelines 
aims at extracting the users' preference on spatial and soda丨 needs in neighbourhood 
without quantitative dimensions. 
Consequently, this part of research wil l try to approach the quality of 
housing environments from a social perspective, as defined by residents in the 
form of design guidelines. 
The research will focus on design features that contribute to neighbourhood space: 
a) Spatial hierarchy 
b) Access to dwellings 
c) Private open space formation 
d) Common open space formation 
e) Social homogeneity and 
f) Lift cycle cluster 
3.2 Design goals across time as basis of housing development logic 
2 Housing As If People Mattered. Marcus and Sarkissian, 1986. P. 5 
3 "The development, objectives and adequacy of current housing code standards." In building the American city, 
report to the congress and the President of the United States. National Commission on Urban Problems (Douglas 
Commission.) 1969 
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A holistic study on prototype evolution in Hong Kong is carried out on the 
inter-relationship between ordinance, social events, targeting users, design goals and 
evolution between private and public sector. 
The research aims that researching on the relationship between the factors 
that created the current cruciform-topography across the territories, and refresh the 
up-to-date social and economical status of Hong Kong that would spawn a new 
specific development logic. 
睡 
E 3 
Fig.6 Development logic of housing prototypes in private and public sector 
(Appendix 4) 
3.3 Local study on neighbourhood formation strategies 
This part of the study primarily focuses on the Shui Chuen O Design 
Competition which demonstrates the possibilities of new public housing design logic. 
In particular, the series of competition schemes demonstrate the practical strategies of 
common space provision in high-rise environment that can reasonable satisfy with local 
design requirements on spatial efficiency, mass constructability and high household 
density. 
mf0m： 




• 1 From the design guidelines... 
Among the around 130 genera丨 points of guidelines extracted out from 
survey, three critical points are selected as the key subjects of study: 
A. Mutual surveillance 
B. Spatial hierarchy, and 
C. Hybrid density with diversity of residents. 
4.1.1 Mutual surveHlance 
The importance of this factor is indicated particularly in security, child's play 
and territorial expression. Similar to low-rise estates vwth huge number of households 
that spread across the territory, the increasing amount of grey space between 
households is best monitored by the neighbouring households instead of security 
guards located far away (In the case of high-rise, it is far below at the lobby). This is 
the main reason why in modern days we have to keep front door locked at all time; the 
narrow lobby full of blind spots and directly connected to staircases vvith double doors 
can never be considered a safe place, no matter what size it has. Together with the 
strict requirement of Fire Codes for absolutely clear escape routes, wtiich don't even 
allow a single pot of plant in front of your entrance door, the common access place is 
practically deserted even if it is just right outside your living space. 
Adding to the above points, the ‘mutual surveillance’ need should not be pre-
conceptualized to be merely among those in a typical floor plan. In fact, through this 
factor, we should consider the neighbourhood in much larger scale that involve both 
horizontal and vertical connection. 
4.1.2 Spatial hierarchy 
The importance of this factor is indicated particularly in the close proximity 
between households, territorial expression, and community identity. Obviously, 
the close proximity between neighbours was never a problem in low-rise community. 
The original guideline on spatial hierarchy is to have 'clearly delineate public space 
(streets), community space (shared open space, play area, communal laundries, etc.), 
and private space (dwellings and private open spaces).' This was intended to clarify the 
territories of users for security as well as identity. In modem high-rise layout, in which 
space is either private or common space with absolutely no ambiguity or hierarchy for 
the sake of management, the term 'spatial hierarchy' acquires a new meaning. 
AmeaningfijI proximity with different level of interaction between households 
is needed to create the hierarchy. Instead of simolv dividing space into public, 
communal and private, it should be defined by the level of contact similar to the 
mutual surveillance factor mentioned above. 
4.1.3 Hybrid density and diversity of residents 
The importance of this factor is indicated particularly in social homogeneity, 
dwelling mix, and community demographic pattern. Contradicting as it seems, 
a successful housing community has to be homogeneous and heterogeneous 
at the same time. As indicated in design guidelines, a degree of homogeneity is 
necessary before residents wiil develop a feeling of community. This relates to the 
estate image and dedicated common area among resident group which relates to the 
sense of belonging. Yet, naturally, there will be ail sorts of different neighbourhood style 
\Mien a community is composed of a heterogeneous mix of demographic groups i.e. 
neighbourhood among elderly, neighbourhood among housewife with children, etc. This 
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phenomenon was naturally developed in low-rise environment with two-dimensional 
planning. Yet, to achieve such heterogeneous mix of homogeneous neighbour groups, 
it would require dedicated unit and common space design for the specific users without 
separation even in vertical circulation. 
4.2 Result from study of past development logic and trial strategies 
Through the study of housing development line together with a few critical 
examples of high-rise prototypes, one can realize that the continued success of 
cruciform towers with podium typology had a lot to do with its adaptation to almost any 
site because: 
A. Small footprint 
B. Short building depth 
C. Easily arrangement of RHP between and within tower plans 
From the study, very likely the development direction of Hong Kong housing 
will continue to be based on mass adaptation with increasing demand on better 
environment within residential towers in both private and public sectors. 
In comparison with the three design fectors identified from design guidelines, 
one can see that the emphasis on housing quality was from a primarily construction 
efficiency perspective as defined by professional designer and planners. It shovvn 
that direct input of a ventilated common space into the existing development 
logic does little good to the housing environment; on the other hand, the radical 
employment of a new slab type housing logic with all sorts of "neighbourhood 
features" like communal gardens without inherit the merit of cruciform prototype 
(i.e. small footprint) will not be a practical solution. 
4.3 Result of case study based on the three design factors 
To investigate on architectural strategies in combining the factors from the 
resident-based design guidelines on neighbourhood and professional experience-
based housing development logic, a case study on housing prototypes was carried out. 
The selection was based on housing with the three design factors yet with similarity 
with the point tower high-density development approach of Hong Kong. 
The result indicates the possibility of fulfilling the factors of mutual 
surveillance and spatial hierarchy by breaking the preconception of public open space 
and Private open space in high-rise. Fundamentally, the above two domains should 
not be straight forwardly considered as ‘lift lobby，and ‘balcony，in a traditional 
high-rise approach. For example, in The Hague, Dedemsvaarteg, the private and 
common open space is integrated yet has a clear boundary between the two, forming 
a front yard for every household before entering the house. In Rokko II，the terracing 
approach does not cause much intrusion of privacy since the mutual looking 
situation is restricted to the open terrace only. Once you think about it, it is similar 
to low-rise housing condition vvtiich the front yard has full visual contact with neighbours 
while the household remains private. 
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4.4 From Hybrid Density to target density 
4.4.1 How would the hybrid density guideline affect planning design? 
The most direct question one might have is: what's the difference from now? 
Building design view 
Assume that high efficiency and common space can co-exist, wtiat difference can be 
made? Will we still live in dense o厂 even denser environment了 
Urban design view 
Will the urban area still packed with towers within projects and between adjacent lots? 
If following the logic of Le Corbusier，the use of high-rise tower to house all 
the population will allow reservation of open space vwthin development lots. In our local 
situation, where will be our open space located7 Will we just have bigger clubhouse, 
larger shopping mall and still have to live in small apartments with just more variety? 
Even more critical, how is the above design features benefit in relieving 
residents from high density living? After fulfilling the economical needs, can we 
afford to have a choice of how dense do we want to live? 
4.4.2 Hybrid density development 
From the above findings, with the fragmented features and strategies yet to 
be unified, the hybrid density approach will serve as a combining strategy for all the 
system as a conclusion of the results. 
From the building design view, the new design prototype will continue to 
be densely populated in the sense of number of flats per hectare. The relief from 
compactness of high-rise will be achieved through strategic hierarchy of spatial 
privacy indicated by level of visual contact, thus ease out the inhumanness of flat 
access pattern and inter-household proximity. The strategy shall be combined with 
insertion of common area with visual connection among neighbours, forming a pleasant 
walking home experience. 
From the urban design view, planning will not be conducted on a two-
dimensional zoning assigned with different development potential that frame up resident 
classes. Each of the towers will be composed of a whole neigh bourtiood make up of 
smaller neighbourhoods of various classes and demographic groups. With a more even 
distribution of urban resources, we might be able to afford a 丨ess intense tower packing 
(i.e. smaller site coverage) within building lots by grouping the towers into one larger 
tower. This will be possible only if the in-tower space is pleasant as suggested 
in the building design view, since that will be the main concern of deep floor plan 
towers. 
4.4.3 Target density 
The target design schedule chosen for the tower design is about 70% the 
height of a Harmony block yet with similar no. of households. The residential P.R. is 
taken as slightly higher than zone 1 of new town but less than that allowed in B(P)R for 
North Point region as studied from the Residential Development Guidelines of Planning 
Department.(See Appx.) 
No. of sto'ey 25 
Hcusehotas pe，tov/sr -800 
Residential P.R. 7 
Site Area 20700 s.m. 
Site Coverage 60% (tower form) 
Allowable G.FA —37000 s m 
Total housshdds -2800 
Max. height 〜了 5rri 
Houseno d density 800 flats per hectare 
Population density ~2500 per hectare 
Spatial effciency 75% 
1:2 
Fig.8 Target design development schedule 
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5. Transforming the research into architectural 
strategy 
Based on the three key design factors extracted from design guidelines, this 
part of study will try to transform the social-based studies into architectural strategies. 
5.1 From mutual surveillance to Neighbourhood formality 
Even though the unique neighbourhood sense of twin tower is a result of 
demographic group, user class and other factors instead of just the internal void layout, 
the mutual sun/eillance it provides is well received as key factor of neighbour needs.， 
Similarly, the terracing approach of Rokko II provides another form of visual contact in 
dense household packing. Ideally, the combination of both in high-rise building form will 
create a form suitable for neighbourtiood. 
Fig.9 Rokko II housing and Twin Towers 
5.2 From spatial hierarchy to Inter level connection 
One key factor of open space as indicated in the livability guidelin esisto 
maintain continuity and spatial hierarchy as the same time. The contradiction between 
efficiency, stair with FRP for egress and the need for circulation urge for an architectural 
strategy. 
5.3 From mutual surveillance and spatial hierarchy to Meaningful Proximity 
The contradiction between the need for open space extension and the 
unavoidable close proximity between household balconies suggests a need of 
architectural means to combine the benefit of terrace housing (unobstructed open area 
extension) and point tower design (for small urban lots with efficient vertical circulation). 
If you put a continuous common space for a high-rise 
neighbourhood and make a well organized open space extension to each 
household, the living quality will already be much better. 
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5.4 From hybrid density to Density Planning 
As found from the 
research on livability, the 
formation of neighbourhood has 
a lot to do with the grouping of 
similar user class. Even though 
an overall density is planned, 
the typical floor plan does not 
have to be ever repeating to the 
top. Three basic scenarios of 
community are: 
a) SOHO composition 
intended for young couples 
b) Small neighbourhood 
composition intended for 
Mid-class working family 
c) Large neighbourhood 
composition intended for 
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Fig.10 Target density planning vertically along tower 
5.5 From hybrid density to Adaptive unit system 
In order to incorporate a variety of residents with 
different spatial needs in various density, an unit system with 
adaptable combination within structural framing is needed. 
Most likely shear wall system with shifted blocks are most 
practical solution for point towers. 
Fig.11 Vertical community with variation in unit system 
as suggested by Ken Yeang 
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Fig.12 Combination of neighbourhood formality 
The spina丨 form is suggested not because it is the only building solution 
possible from the list of design criteria. In fact, design is not like mathematical 
calculation which you will have a perfect solution for a particular set of question. The 
value of the spiral should be considered as an effective mean to demonstrate the 
possibility of better living through a meaningfiji proximity arrangement. For the sake of 
clarity, the spiral form should not be single-mindedly considered as a twisted sculptural 
form but a suggestion of spatial logic. 
Taking a general balance between the three design factors from design 
guidelines and the development logic for mass adaptation and construction, the 
approximate size of spiral footprint is around ISOOm ,^ which is between footprint size of 
Harmony Block I and Twin Towers. This aims at permitting a certain degree of flexibility 
for internal space arrangement while capturing the critical point tower form in mass 
adaptation. 
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6. Unique building features/planning approach to 
address the program 
6.1 Continuous common space 
As a key factor of neighbourhood formation factor, the shift block units are 
designed with recess space for local stairs along the spiral. Consequently, the common 
space should be conceived as a vertically extendable landscape. 
6.2 Separating egress and circulation 
In order to allow unobstructed continuity of common space between levels 
and yet fulfill fire codes requirement on compartmentized staircases, the fire egress 
to be separated from daily used circulation. Thus two systems will coexist: egress 
staircase and communal steps. 
To maintain efficient use of space, the communal steps shall be designed 
with appropriate step dimensions together with other feature to allow full use of area as 
communal space. 
6.3 Spiral Form 
As a suggestion to the possibility of composition between interna丨 void 
formaiitv of Twin Tower and terrace approach of Rokko II in section 5.1. the spiral 
forni is put out as a possible scheme to unify needs on continuous common 
space, visual contact and systematic hierarchy in space and circulations as in 
6.1 and 6.2. The idea is to organize internal void and stepping terrace in a slender 
tower-like composition which is more suitable for Hong Kong urban planning. It aims to 




With spiral as the focus of investigation of terrace open space in high-rise 
housing, the research turns to find the inter-dependence of design factors in spiral 
formation that might fulfill the three points of design guidelines for neighbourhood in one 
holistic system. 
Most conspicuous in the composite approach of spiral formation, the 
emphasis of quality factors (i.e. view, clearance, transformable, etc.) will induce 
very different spiral strategies. With community formation as key issue, vertical 
transformation would also be concentrated. 
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Fig.13 Study on spiral form and possibility of fulfilling criteria of neighbourhood 
；
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6.4 Adaptive Modular system 
Taking the balance between 
A. Building depth, 
B. Adaptation between structural bays，and 
C. Adoption of precast-facades, 
shift blocks system with equal facade dimension is used in a double ring layout. 
In contrast with the central core system of cruciform towers, the slab block structure 
with parallel shear walls allow multi-composition within shape typical floor shape and 
structural layout, thus possible for various demographic scenarios 
0 5 10 15 20m 
Fig.14 Test design scheme on adaptive modular system based on shear walls 
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6.5 Urban strategy integrate with the terrace form 
The concept of site coverage in current residential regulation defines open area as un-
built site and the result is often unrealistic open space with little neighbourhood usage. 
This design aims to push the terrace space feature further to the planning level with 
integration of communal and commercial space through multMevel open space. 
Fig.15 Radiant city for Paris，by Le Corbusier 
Even though the social background is different, the approach is similar to Le 
Corbusier's radiant city which group fragmented urban lots into mega-structures in 
order to re-organize open space. 
Although the site coverage will be very high, the total open area will be much larger and 
usable due to the integration vvith facilities at different levels and the security provided 
by the commercial activities. 
H., l l 
Fig.16 diagrams on urban strategies 
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With the spiral form, the concept of 
sky gardens can be carried out Vvith much more 
habitable use that those inserted at refuge level 
of cruciform towers. Together with the continuity 
v/ith internal and externa丨 common space, the 
sky courts can thus truly perform the functions as 
intended in JPN1. Fig.19 Lighting strategy as suggested in 
spiral form 
7.2 Lighting and ventilation system 
One of the main restraints in height 
of twin tower blocks is the quality of lighting and 
ventilation at the lower part of the void. Due to its 
vertical form, sideway openings v/ould have little 
help in diffuse lighting. 
With the spiraling void, 
occasional openings would be much more effective 
in improving lighting condition of lov^er households. 
Fig.17 Interweaving space of different level of 
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7.1 Common area system 
To fully carry out the factor of common 
space continuity as indicated in livability studies， 
all the common area are inter-connected vertically 
as inner and exterior spirals, and horizontally on 
each level's openings along corridor. The vvtiole 
point of the system is to promote the communal 
use within tower by providing quality communal 
space right around your flat. 
Fig.18 Suggested external and internal spiraling ring of continuous common as well as private space 
7. Preliminary outcome to demonstrate project value 
With the spiral form put out as the base of design experiment, the preliminary 
outcome of building features are organized into a test scheme for evaluation. In turns, 















7.3 Neighbourhood hierarchy 
If homogeneous spiral form with the density of its edges defines the structure 
and the inter-mixing layouts defines heterogeneous neighbourhood, the combination 
of the two design criteria will be satisfied by generating heterogeneous space from the 
composite use of homogeneous spirals. 
The ultimate goal is to have appropriate neighbourhood space for different 
demographic pattern along the tower yet fulfilled by a uniform architectural style and 
structure. 
Transforming from 
lower re-entrants to 
upper intern y^ void Convftrgfince of void si 
If(tt lower parl(whtt;hh 
IWe r1ir«ct 
= = = 二 
Fig.20 Transforming layout to achieve hierarchy in neighbourhood 
7.4 S t ruc tu re ) ! w c t p m 
For the spiral volume, the structural system is unlikely to be composed of 
continuous vertical elements. Most likely, the floors will be held together by continuous 
shear walls spiraling along building edges with tie beams bonded with vertical core 
elements located along internal void. 
Together with the internal void edges, a peripheral structure would be formed 
for the high-rise tower. The external tube would be a spiraling framework while the 
internal structure would be cores tied by ring beams. As suggested by engineer, the 
spiral can be composed of three tubes with spiraling void into a bundle structure with 
inherit stability of tripod form. 
Without the central core as structural element against torsional forces, the 
peripheral shear wall system might have to be rather packed to with stand the twisting 
forces. 
To minimize massive structural elements within the internal void, the internal 
edges might employ similar surface bracing system like the external facade so that the 
overall system will become a matrix between two layers of torsional edges. 
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0 5 10 15 m n 
Fig.21 Test floor scheme for the spiral system 
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7.5 Unit system 
As a starting point, the tower is designed as a single spiral of a twin circular 
plan in a homogeneous manner just to highlight the intention of meaningtul proximity 
between households. In reality, the pipe ducts and electric rooms should maintain at 
least continuous if vertical connection is not possible. Those are to be Hirther integrated 
with structural system. 
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8, Spiral formality investigation 
In order to highlight the value of the architectural design in terms of 
prototypical logic that supposes to be applicable to other scenarios, the spiral formality 
needs to be defined with reference to architectural use. 
8.1 Variables 
Since the spiral form is not commonly recognized as architectural form for housing design, 
8 variables on spiral variations are to be defined in order to clarify its architectural as well as 
geometrical properties. 
Fig.22 Preliminary design sketch 
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Variable 1 ： Types of non-orthogonal terracing approaches 
The gereral crifria for terrace The terracing approach can 
be generalked silo nJers 
and extruders 
forma ticn 
A. Containing vertical axis 
lor etevators and services 
B. Mmtmize the increase of 
lootpnnJ and btifding depth 
at lov/er part of tower. 
C. Formed by standard 
iTiOtilutss for formworit and 
pre-cast manufacture 
K 试.：Ka»«l Vo!f0o», rwmi» Bufcl Cr&attng ntn onhogofwrf afc^ !_;«ciur&. 
Tha main cSsadv^tage&cf 
the t-aditbnfrf terra cing 
approacn is the veiicaf shall 
placenrjent stojciure. and 
uncomfort^le space below 
trm terracing housotiofds. As 
a result, its application te 
masll/ limited to s k ^ sites. 
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V-formalio« to i^ hUn^  quality 
at lower pad of void 
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Tarfdciiifl lopoj^ aphy 
Pmcedert j彻難供縦姿 
In crdter to ens«r« l^ht 
hotirs of tower part 
” misehokte and creais 
semi-oyldoor coimnunel 
Y-shapo byildina 
form is u$ed wtm baJoony 
access approacn* 
3 
In traditional cruclfcKm plans, the stnuct«raf teyoul {» fermed 
M^ th oerrtral core sijrnxjnded with s^ hear walls and columrts 
erl^ heraf edges. Hie sJertder tower wllh smafi plan of 
merited cpen edges Med Ihe posslhllty In open spa 
n. Consequently, ttie br^ proposed 
spt can hardly he resized in residential 
Vofd formed by skfp-fltoor 
apprnmh 一 
叙 ^ ^ 丨 M 
Void formed by staking 
:al Inor plan ；ofj^tr il 
SuiV/oCaufI 
彻 'Mp _ r approach in 
Wo Court and Harmony btock 
(type If) creates internal 
Btriytmln 3»stofey Intervals, 
Such slratagy is suHabJ© for 
r and tower revet 
mimml aArium is not 
r caonnect widi exterior 
af critfia for the 
atrfum are: 
rated wUh circulation 
Minimto cQfmm of 
rated oorrldors that 
The irtemal void! formation is 
Identified as the key d« 
f^ abjre m this pr 
design msearch for its 
ne^ Nbourtiood sart&e and 
mutual sufvdHance. 
The general critHa for the 
If^ emal vokf are: 
A. VerUoally open up to 
exteoor 
B, Of tm vofd should 
not exceed 15 storey since it 
l ) 0 C O 瞧卿 f o r tower 
part area as tn twin tower 
Even ttiough the rc^tbn of 
typfcal floor ptens of ring 
shape cm gen棚_ : 
as W€dl as fnterm! 
Id. the lack of vertical 、 
ig thresh atl the 
Test design wSh 'sWfer 
floor Ijfen trf twin tower In 
rotatKHi does aBow verttcaf 
core and service shafts at 
the center connecfion poW 
between the voids. Yot, tlio 
Void femwd by peripheral 
insertkjfj or sufc^ radton 
Void formed by emptying whole 
level (refuge/sky garden 
agproac^ ) ‘ 
_ a -
Variable 2: Void size and formation 
in the findings of previous reseat^ in highrise neighbourhood, the internal void and terrace fayoul am design features 
thot helps to promote in-tovw community form如on. The dosm rcsea^ on m Ihis psftaims at tQMmq flio various criteria 










Variable 3: Building wing numbers 
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large amount of 
Jtor. cffculatlon and 
are detrbuted 
evanry at the rotation axis. 
$oeiiario2. 
Small lots, fargo amourt of 
households 
WHth <3n}y Sfitail foofpnnl 
posslbf% c#nlrat cor® system 
_ scissor stairs becomes 
the only choice. The 
terradf/^ appnoadh wlH te 
refined to ouler la/er spiral 
along cenlral com axis. 
ivtedium lots, sir«8 imMing 
wing numbers 
Wth the Bmitednumberof 
core space that goes straight 
from lop to bc t^om, Ihe core 
»s used for efevatons only. 
The stairs rotate abng 
with the corridors around tie 
core axis. 
Variable 5: Cores placement and sizes with footprint 
： 移 雜 
"；// .^； i/ 
In ^neral cases, the 
numter of service cores fe 
equ0{ to the number of 
b _ f j g wings^ which Is 
equivalent to 衡ft number of 
vertical rotatoon a m 
i i . 
The typical building wing length is defined by the maximum 
direct • iraver distance ol 36m for balcony approach and 
18m In dead-end situation with orie»way exit In turns, this 
also deHnes Wia internal vo»d size oftha prolotyi^ a. 
Modificatbn of building wing !«ngth must be arxompanfed 
by additional of escape staircase with FRP sfendaid of Fife 
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The translbrmlng sky j 
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Variable 6: Core configurations and travel system p ® 麵 
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Variable 8: Site adaptation (structural and form) 
m 
The extensiorn of the buildhg 
wings fs dssigned for the 
lower part of tower only in 
terms Gf hghting and spatial 
reasons. 
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The resulting form chosen resembles 
shuttle lens mechanism as shown in this 
model. The blue straight poles represent 
the rotation axis of each bay as well as 
the straight cores in building that bears 
the lifts and primary service ducts. 
Most important of all, the ring-shape 
arranged core position together with the 
funnelling internal void formality ensure 
the structural stability of the spiralling 
residential tower. 
In many sense, the design will be much 
easier if the site chosen is in rural area 
with little neighbouring buildings. Yet, the 
whole point of this prototype is to prove 
that with proper design, a mega-block 
structure might be a better solution than 
cruciform and podium in large lot urban 
development for high density high-rise 
residential projects. As a result, the final 
design will be presented in a site-specific 
manner with attaching terraces and 
peripheral facilities blocks that would 
achieve similar site potential, i.e. plot 















































































































































































































The final design proposal is similar to a camera shutter mechanism that 
allows six straight cores wthin the spiraling tower bays. With an unusually large site 
coverage of--70%, it aims at presenting an alternative logic in urban open space 
definition. 
9.1 Plot ratio data 
l ^ i V ；rrjfi / 
I广 _ ! i iJ 
Housing Prototype Spiral Mega Bfcidt . ； 
No. of households 
. — - 一 - - . 
879 households ？ 丨丨毫 "• . \ ... •>• …：‘‘/ 
Population Assuming average user per househoJcl =3 
Total population = 2637 , 




• Residentiai G .FA =86625 s.m. 
Residential P R. 86625 s m / 2 2 5 0 0 sjm. 
=3.35 
i Commercia) P.R. 54490 SJTL / 22500 s m 
=2.87 
Total P R. 6.72 
Average tower height 114m (3150m F.F.H. for residential) 
Exterior facing requfe'ement 
MIrt. saparallwi batween blocks 
whh facing wirKJows within srte 
boundary 
=114ny 3 (living area) 
= 38m 
-28.6m 
Mi™, ssf^ration of facing 
windows from site boundary 
=114fny 6 (living area) 
=19m 
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amily units with stable layout 
Studio Apartments with platforms as extension of lives 
with public platform and sense of attachment to ground levels 
c J 1 3 x f l e u o m I t s 
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9.3 Unit plans 
Household plan is probably the most common index of living quality for 
layman users in Hong Kong. No matter what facilities are attached to estate or 
in the clubhouse, the typical living space organization is still the crucial factor 
affecting our way of living. As a result, even though this design research aims 
at finding prototypes beyond current cruciform typology, the household layout 
will still reasonably inherit the traditional layout standard, i.e. entrance at living 
room, recessed entrance for rooms around living room (避免四門轰S心),etc. 
'nr ifTVi 
- ； V 







As indicated in the section of previous chapter, the terrace housing 
units are planned in according to three major user types in three different 
vertical zones. This aims at exploring the possibilities of high-variety 
household plans within the same tower and still achieves a holistic structural 
form, which in this case, is the mega-spiral-shuttle. 
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9.4 System diagrams 
9.4.1 Structural system 
The main tower is stabilized by the six straight cores in hexagonal arrangement surrounded by spiraling shear 
walls and columns tied together by floor slab reinforced as diaphragms The lower terrace extension is a separate 
system supported by straight column superstructure with titled beams 
Ring core along interna! void with spiraling 
shear walls and diaphragm structural slab 









9.4.2 Services system 
The straight cores are intsgrated for electrical and communication wire ducts. For drainage and water supply, the 
pipe duct goes m spiral along the shear walls with traps at intervals to prevent blockmg due to the curvature. For 
the lower terrace, the service ducts goes along the straight mega-columns. 
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9.4.3 Circulation System 
With the six axes of rotation, six lifts and three staircase can be employed for the main tower. In order to preserve 
the integrity of the FRP rated staircases a separate external stair is used for inter level circulation along the pub-
lic terraces. 
77 
9.4.4 Open Space System 
Even though the whole peripheral of the tower is surrounded by spiraiing terrace of open space they are differen-
tiated according to their public hierarchy. The lower public platform with larger size is designed for games and 
gathering due to safety reasons. The skygarden at upper ievei is designed as relieve from compact household ar-
rangement 
Internal ring corridor 
Skygarden at 3-
floor interval 





As reflected in the unit plan system, the space is defined for different demographic groups which have various 
spatial needs. Yet, it doesn't mean that the tower is differentiated into separate zones. The open space is de-
signed with circulations that allow all user access. This aims that re-crealing the low-rise neighbourhood with 
garden in front as buffer which still allow certain degrees of public access and communications. 
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9.4.5 Household System 
The main tower is stabilized by the six straight cores in hexagonal arrangement surrounded by spira丨ing shear 
walls and columns tied together by floor slab reinforced as diaphragms. The lower terrace extension is a separate 
system supported by straight column superstructure with titled beams 
Single-load corridor to enhance 
cross-ventilation 
Balconies as the extension 
lives. Facade of tower is to be 
characterized by living styles. 
Allow visual connectioK^ balconu 
preserving privacy of l i v in^ ' ^a 
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9.5 Neighbourhood space distribution 
Middle Skygarden with skip-floor lift approach l a c 
Lower Terrace Platform 
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9.6 Design perspectives 
9.6.1 Systematic organization vs. vernacular identities 
In a short glance, the mega-block structure might present a monolithic 
system that confined individual alternations. However, the design ap-
proach aims at exactly recreate the possibility for individual modifica-
tion in terms of space and facade expression in modem high-rise. 
Undoubtedly, v/e cannot plan a high-rise design base on chaos sines 
such building complex need an overall logic for construction and ser-
vices. The terracing platforms with the studio flats layout aims at allow-
ing an accurately design building framework to endorse inaccuracy of 
different residents' needs. 
9.6.2 Privacy vs. Communications 
Higher the household density, higher is the requirement on privacy in high-rise neighbourhood. There is just a fine 
line between mutual surveillance and privacy intrusion. The complicated spiral and intemai void formality is spawned 
base on organizing the household views so that visual connections happen at only the open terrace while leaving the 
household areas relatively untouched. Such ambiguity in terms of spatial hierarchy is needed in order to provide the 
chance to meet with neighbours, an that is exactly what is missing in current high-rise buildings with hard-line defini-
tion of household and circulation zones. 
9.6.3 Dynamic of form 
One crucial yet intangible factor of neighbourhood creation is identity of estate. Instead of just being unique, the 
architectural expression needs to allow and encourage users to participate in the neighbourhood identity. Unlike 
the usual balconies and bay windows of standard double cryciform residential towers, the terracing platforms or-
ganize the visual contact between neighbours to ensure the platforms provide a media of communication; no mat-
ter in terms of visual, verbal or just facade expression, Instead of just an extended space under the current build-
ing regulations. 
9.6.4 Terrace open space integrate with commercial functions 
A large open park within an urban district is always well received as idea! communal space. Yet, A good communal 
space cannot generate a neighbourhood without a high sense of security especially in the social condition of Hong 
Kong. Unlike in America or Japan, where such large public park is crowded with famiiies, such places in Hong Kong 
are deserted and considered unsafe. The staff and monitoring facilities needed for security is considered to be un-
economical. This design employs a simiiar approach like the Shatin linked podiums which organize public platforms 
alongside commercial space to create multi-level communal area 
/ 
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9.7 Influence to urban design 
The site specific design might not be direct applicable to other site conditions, but it aims at representing the aiterna-
tive design logic that will totally change the current urban topography without neglecting the factors of ！and economy. 
The idea cf this prototype is mainly for large or mufti-lots conditions that would allow the construction of mega-struc-
ture high-rise with large footprints, which is impossible for fragmented small lots. The point is, even though there are 
little options available for small urban tots other than point tower designs,we can definitely make better use of large 
urban redevelopment area without resorting to the monotonous double cruciform towers on podium. 
Le Corbusier: 
Transformation of old Paris in 1930s from fragmented urban lots to concentrated and organized mega-structure, it aims to 
increase proximity between household clusters and in turns re-groups open space into large courtyards between 
neighbourhoods. 
Transformation from monolithic urban estates of cruciform and podium typology to concentrated and yet public accessible 
mega-structure. It aims to increase proximity between household clusters and in turns re-groups unrealistic open space into 
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ti^^tfm tor inmn'S ^ w i t m m jf ary. 
Utreci singie 织oe^igntE巧 miti veu-ifatoa. OtJenings tcwarcfe the deep ^md narow rsentmnt aie i^ s^ r^ fioant. tc^ ards md namsw reentf^ m are rn^^mfmri. 
U r e a m a i 














 i l l 
R.C. w e ^ m c c ^ u r f ^ a&d c^am 
S tmc ty^ fr^tm^l iifyoM' 
t c^ -^ J^  iK? ？ A ^ . t t t i* ‘ ^<，K彩 >Ei'y YP w^t^^ tn^ ； ^ 弥 p an 
_ l^iry^ 恭pee Y#t, 彻餘p 
» fom^ d ^ e^ titV pm for tha； oi crnmt mm? BO., me mfe-r-
mi 胁 》 办 O f i fe 錄 y ^ ^ f ^ M ? 
v^it^ f o m e n t h o咖. 
kmi b^mri^ i 
s 咖 爾 4 n m i t f 幼 f^K t M itl^ rmgof wr^to urt»BO,, tr 命'mm-
, y她錄 r粉咖御m u c f t 
s rmsdify ^ii^^wf 纖3； to fomi 






- C L 
Wutts-core with Of? tobfcy and Mt^ lS-ccffi w軌锁 lobby and Ontrs l cor« w-ith Jifl lobby m d ccre w ^ 确 and 
3^J97m' 43 403 m" 
36.377 m^  
29369m' 26 597 m' 




6 4 . 1 3 2 
S f W I r 
37.451 m* 
r 
3 (4 If Incliiding simplex) 
tntoi 
arK< ver^ts towards atrrum. 
Urecs ^Engle s^cie 吨?ittng 效 IKJ veM 抑Km.. Opertlr^ ^ tcwarc^  VOKJS am rjot com:M3ef)K{ to imWM.^  vem似t^ 、 
Ureci ignjjng and vern^iafO^m at 
Twm Towers雙塔麼公g Tak Lee Building 碧: Harmony Block I ft織式公S撞 mm 
m. tjp縱 Yfsa Wft! me ！wnaJt 
. n A m w h pCMMi^ biSjty can 
n ca^ n^oi be nto ？torn 
Mo fc^frSM^tf^ i Jilt Sj^tce, mt. 
姆彻分slabs R C Shea? viM ？tyitjw with m命吻&^ 敌 tvt^fmm fee^ms 
RC and wail vfmm w偷 f織 arKJ 編幼 







； 1 0 . 5 8 









> 'L^s^' -I 1 
/ / / / £ MHM^&Sm Mr/f^^muwrntrnim 
「 ： f M 1 r • 画 ： i 一 ‘ ‘ ， 二 今
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